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One often finds integral equations of the form

(1) AF(x)-Js F(t)K(x-1) dt = G(x) for x e S in the literature.

For example, the standard convolution equation is obtained when S is the whole

real line. For S the positive real axis, ( 1 ) becomes the Wiener-Hopf equation. In aero-

dynamics, when S is taken to be [0, 1], (1) is known as the "lifting line equation."

Our considerations will involve the question of the uniqueness of a solution F

of equation (1) in the following special sense: Conditions on A and K, together

with class conditions on A^and F are sought, which will imply the uniqueness of the

solution F of equation (1) for all measurable sets 5.

For each fixed set S, uniqueness is equivalent to the assertion

(2) If AF(x)=Js F(t)K(x-t) dt for all x e S, then F(x) = 0 for all x e S.

By defining F to be 0 in the complement of S, (2) becomes

(3) AF(x) = F* K(x) for xeS, F(x)=0 for x £ S implies F(x) = 0.

And if we take the logical conjunction of the statements (3) for all measurable

sets S, we get

(4) If, for each x, either F(x)=0 or AF(x) = F * K(x), then F(x)=0.

Thus, we seek conditions under which (4) holds.

Although most of our work will be done on the real line (—co, oo) and on the

group Z of integers (—co<n<co), we choose as our general setting an arbitrary

locally compact abelian group G with Haar measure dt. We deal exclusively with

the class conditions FeL"'(G) and KeLx(G).

We denote by K(£) the Fourier transform of K. As £ varies through the elements

of G, ß(£) traces out á point set in the complex plane, which we call CK. The

closed convex hull of CK will be called HK.

We begin by proving several theorems establishing sufficient conditions for (4)

to hold. The basic assumption in these theorems is that A <£ HK. If the group G

happens to be compact, this is all that is necessary. However, when G is not

compact our proofs require added restrictions on Fand K. The question of whether

the theorems are true when we only assume our class conditions on F and K is left

open. It appears to be an extremely difficult one.
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From now on we normalize by setting A= 1. The hypothesis of (4) that for each

x, either F(x) = 0 or AF(x) = F * K(x) can be stated

(5) (F(x))'[F(x) — F * A"(x)] = 0 where (F(x))~ denotes the complex conjugate

of F(x).

Although the following theorem appears in [3, pp. 630-631], the proof provides

the motivation for following results, so we present it for the sake of completeness.

Theorem I. Suppose that G is a compact group, that (5) holds, and that 1 £ HK.

ThenF(x) = 0.

Proof. By (5) we have

(6) f (F(x)) - F(x) dx - f (F(x)) - F * K(x) dx = 0.
Ja JG

By the compactness of G, F and F * K are both in L1 n L2(G). Therefore,

Parseval's formula can be applied to (6), and we obtain

f \F(t)\2 d$ =  f (F(0)-(F*KT(0 d$ =  f \F(0\2K(0 dl
J G J G J G

Thus, unless F(f) is zero almost everywhere (i.e., F(x) = 0), we have

_sa\m\*K(Qd¿

which shows that 1 e HK, contradicting the hypothesis.

Note that the assumption that G was compact was only needed to insure that

F and F * K were both in L1 n L2(G). Note also that, since FeLcc(G) and Ke

L\G), FeL1(G) implies that F and F* K are both L1 n L2(G). Thus we have

Corollary 1.1. Suppose that FeL\G), that (5) holds, and 1 £ HK. Then F(x) = 0.

However, the most interesting cases occur when F^L1(G), so that Parseval's

formula need not apply. If G is the real line (-co, co) we have

Theorem II. Suppose that (5) holds, that 1 <£ HK, and that for two nonnegative

constants a and ß we have

(i) xaK(x)eL1(-oo,oo).

(ii) xÄF(x)e/a,(-oo, co).

(iii) a + 2j8=l.

FAe«F(x) = 0.

Proof. \$ HK implies the existence of a complex number y such that

(7) Re [y(l-K(t))] = 1,       -w < f < co.

For any e > 0, and a > 0, we can choose ae > a such that

(8) f \t\«\K(t)\ dt < e.
J\t\ >a
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Let F denote the set (—ae, ae), and V the set (—nae, nas). Throughout this proof,

C will denote a positive constant, independent of s, a and « and not necessarily

the same each time it is used. We define, for some n> 1, a function/by

(9) / = Fin Vn,   / = 0 outside V*.

Thus/has compact support and is bounded, so that

(10) feUnL2.

We define a function g by

(H) g =\f\2-f(f*K).

By (9), we certainly have that

(12) g = 0 outside Vn.

We wish to estimate g inside Vn.

g(x) = l/MI2-(/(*)) ~(/*K(x)) = \F(x)\2-(F(x))-(f*K(x))

= |F(x)|2-(F(x))-(F* K(x)) + (F(x))-(F* K(x)-f* K(x))

= (F(x)Y T   [F(x-t)-f(x-t)]K(t)dt   for xeVn.
J — oo

Finally, since x-te Vn => F(x-t)=f(x—t), we get

(13) g(x) = (F(x))- f F(x-t)K(t)dt   forx£F".
Jx-ttV

Now, x e F""1 and x-l £ Vn => I £ F, so that by (ii) and (8),

(14)

f   nF(x-o*(o¿í = -&[ j^mmidt
Jx-ttv" n ae jttv \i\

= T%«   forxEF""1.

g(x) dx =        g(x) dx+ g(x) dx
Jv"-1 J-l Jlx\>l,xeVn-1!\x\:

so that, combining (ii), (13), and (14) we get

If Ce    r      Cna° CI

(i5) \L^x)dx =Ärn1+! ^J
g Cenx-2Sa\-a'u.

Now, (iii) and (15) certainly imply

(16) If      *(*)dx\ g Cm.
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Letting A=Vn-Vn-\ Ax=Vn+i-Vn, and  A2= Vn + 1- Vn~\ it remains to

estimate g(x) for x e A. By (13)

(17)   g(x) = (F(x))~ f F(x-t)K(t)dt+(F(x))- \ F(x-t)K(t) dt.

(F(x))~ j}
x-ttV.ttv

F(x-t)K(t)dt <

[ (F(x))~ f F(x-t)K(t)dtdx
Ja Jx-ttv".ttv

so that

(18)
I Ja Jx-ttV.ttv

Note that xe A, teV implies x-te Vn+1. Therefore,

I f (F(x))- f F(x-t)K(t)dtdx\
I Ja Jx-ttV,teV

for x e A,

ú Ce.

(19) =  if \F(x)\\F(x-t)\\K(t)\dxdt
JJxeA.teV.x-teCiy

=  if |F(x)| |F(x-0| \K(t)\dxdt.
J JxeAo,x -J xeà2,x - £eA2,ieV

For each fixed t, the Schwarz inequality yields

(20) f \F(x)\\F(x-t)\dxï  f   \F(x)\*dx.
JxeA2,x-teA2 Ja2

Combining (19) and (20), we get

f (Z"(x))- f F(x-t)K(t) dt dx I
Ja Jx-ttv",tsv

=  P   |AT(0| dt- f   |F(0|2 A = Mf   |F|
J - co Ja2 Ja.2

where M=J"00 \K\. Finally, combining (16), (17), (18) and (21) yields

(21)

(22) f   g(x)
\Jvn

dx ^ Cne + M I    \F\2.
!a2j Ja.

By virtue of (11) and (12), (22) can be written

(23) I f \f\2-f(f*K)   á Cne+M f
I Ja Ja

By (10) Parseval's formula can be applied, and (23) yields

= Cne + M |    |F|2.
A2j Ja.

(24) |f|/ia(i-je)
I Jg

By virtue of (7), (24) shows that

(25) f |/|«S |y|C«£ + M|y| f   [F
Jg Ja2
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and applying Parseval's formula once more gives

(26) f l/l2 = f   |F|2 Ú Cm + M\y\ f   |F|2.

Since Aj c A2, we certainly have

(27) f   |F|2 g  f   |F|2.
JAi J &2

Adding inequalities (26) and (27) yields

(28) f       \F\2 í Cne + (M\y\ + l) ¡   \F\2
Jvn+1 Ja3

and by a rearrangement of (28) we get

(29) f      |F|2 g Cm+o f      |F|2   where 8 = ,¡f^} , < 1.
Jy-i JvB+1 M|y| + 1

Repeated application of (29) yields

f |F|2 á 2Ce T it«*"1+ 8" f        |F|2

(30)v        ' CO «

< 2Ce V Atf*"1-^" |F|2 g Ce + ClîSX-
¿ti Jv2" + 1

If we now let «• -> co, we get

(31) I* |F|2 á Ce.

Recalling that as>a, (31) shows that

(32) f°   |F|2 S Ce.
J -o

But e and a are arbitrary, so (32) yields

(33) f |F|2 = 0.
Ja

Finally, (33) says that F=0 almost everywhere in G. But this implies that F * K=0,

and (5) now tells us that F=0, which is the desired result.

We now give several corollaries of Theorem II. The first three of these are

immediate consequences of the theorem.

Corollary ILL Let G be the real line (-co, co), and suppose that (5) holds,

that 1 £ HK, and that F(x) = 0(\x\ "m) as x -> ±oo. Then F= 0.

Corollary II.2. Lei G be the real line (-co, co), and suppose that (5) holds,

that 1 $ HK, and that xK(x) eLx(-co, co). Then F=0.
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Corollary II.3 (D. J. Newman). Let G be the real line, and suppose that (5)

holds, that 1 £ HK, and that K has compact support. Then F=0.

Corollary II.4. Let G be the real line, and suppose that (5) holds and that

1 <£ HK. Then \F\2 —► 0 on the average.

Proof. We proceed precisely as we did in the proof of Theorem II, taking a=ß

=0. Thus estimate (16) becomes

Í    J(x)
Jyn-l

dx g Cna.e

F(x-t)K(t)dtdx ^ Ca.fi.

and estimate (18) becomes

I f (/to)" f
I Ja Jx-ttv".tev

Estimate (21) remains the same, so that (22) is now

f  g(x)dx   = Cnaee + M f   |F|2.
IJV Ja2

From here we continue exactly as in the theorem, and end up with fv \F\2-¿CaEe

or

(34)

Thus

on the average.

f   |F|2
Jv '   '   ^ Ce,   where m(V) = the measure of V.
m(V)

f   IFI2
lim   Jy'        = 0,    or IFI

n(V)->co    m(V)

Corollary II. 5. Let G be the real line, and suppose that (5) holds and that 1 $ HK.

Then \F\ —> 0 on the average.

Proof. By (34) and the Schwarz inequality, we have

i |F| á (f IFI2)" (m(V))112 = m(V)(Ce)1/2

so that

on the average.

f   IFI
lim   3v     ' = 0,    or IFI^.0

n(V)-.oo m(V)

Corollary II.6. Let G be EN (i.e., N dimensional Euclidean space) for N^ 1.

Suppose that (5) holds, that 1 ^ HK, and that for two nonnegative constants a and ß

we have
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(i) xaK(x) £ L\G) where x = (x1; x2,..., xN).

(ii) F(xy, x2,..., xN) = 0(l/|xiX2 • • • xN\") as xt -*■ ±co, 1 ̂ iáN.

(iii) a + 2Nß^N.

Then F=0.

Proof. Once again we proceed as in Theorem II. Our set V becomes a compact

subset of EN, symmetric about the origin, with sides 2ae. The auxiliary functions

/and g are defined as before, and estimate (16) becomes

Ii,g(x) dx Ú CnNe

which changes estimate (22) to

f  g(x)dx   Ú CnNe + M [   \F\2.
I Jvn Ja2

This requires us to change (30) to

f |F|2 g 2NCe y kN8k'1 + 8n f        |F|2
Jv fcti Jf2n+1

CO /»

< 2"Ce 'S kN8k~1 + 8" \F\2 á Ce + Cn8nas,
¿ti Jv2" + i

which is exactly what we had before. The remainder of the proof is the same, and

we conclude that F= 0.

Although the setting for Theorem II and its corollaries was taken to be Euclidean

space, all of the proofs apply equally as well to the group Z of integers, or in the

case of Corollary II.6, to the group ZN of lattice points in EN. Thus we have

Corollary II.7. If we take our group G to be Z, then Theorem II and Corollaries

II.1-II.5 are valid. If our group isZN, then Corollary  II.6 is valid.

Furthermore, let us observe that if H is any compact group and G is one of the

above groups, the proofs of the above corollaries apply immediately to G @ H,

the direct sum of G and H (just take our set V so that it contains //). Combining

this remark with Corollaries II.6 and II.7, we get

Corollary II.8. Let G be EN ®ZU © //, where N^O, M^O, and H is a

compact group. Suppose that (5) holds, that 1 <£ HK, and that for two nonnegative

constants a and ß we have

(i) xœA(x) £L1(G) where x=(x1;..., xN,ny,..., nM, y).

(ii) Asx¡-> ±co, l^i^Nandn,-> ±co, l^jèM,

F(xy,x2,...,xN,ny,n2,...,nM,y) = olj-—-——-—^l-
\|XiX2 ■ ' • Xw«!«2 ■ ■ ■ «Ai|   /

(iii) a + 2(N+M)ß^N+M.

Then F=0.
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A locally compact abelian group G is called compactly generated if it contains a

compact subset C for which the subgroup generated by C is G. It is known that

every locally compact, compactly generated abelian group G is topologically isomor-

phic with EN ®ZM ® H where H is compact [2, p. 90]. If we let the dimension

d of such a group G be N+M, then we get from Corollary II.8 and the above

remarks :

Corollary II.9. Let G be compactly generated with dimension d. Suppose that

(5) holds, that 1 $ HK, and that for two nonnegative constants a and ß we have

(i) xaK(x) e L1(G) where x=(xx, x2,.. •, xd, y).

(ii) Asxt-> ±oo, l^i^d,

F(xy, x2,. ..,xd,y) = OÍ,—-—rA-
\\XyX2 ■ ■ • Xd\   /

(Hi) a + 2dß^d.

Then F=0.

This appears to be the strongest theorem of this generality that can be proven

utilizing the methods of Theorem II. In the more general case of an arbitrary

locally compact abelian group, it seems that the best result one can derive from

these methods is Corollary II.3 [3, pp. 630-634].

By altering our approach, we are able to improve upon Corollary II.2. In

particular, we have:

Theorem III. Let G be the real line (-co, co), and suppose that (5) holds, that

1 £ HK, and that \x\ll2K(x)eL1(-cc, co). Then F=0.

Proof. (We are grateful to L. Carleson for suggesting the idea of this proof.)

We define a function Fn by

(35) Fn(x) = F(x),       0 = |x| < n   and   Fn(x) = 0,        |x| = n,

and another function g by

(36) g = Fn(Fn-Fn*K).

We can assume that

(37) |F|2 =
J-n J-c

|Fn|2 goes to co as n -> co,

since otherwise we can use Fourier transforms directly to prove the theorem.

Combining (5), (35), and (36) we get that for |x| <n,

g(x) = F(F- Fn*K) = F(F- F*K) + F(F* K- Fn * K)
(38) _

= F(F*K-Fn*K).
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Since obviously g = 0 for |x|â«, (38) yields

(39)

f  g(x)dx= ¡X   \Fn(x)\2dx~r  (Fn(x))-Fn*K(X)dx
J — CO J — CO J — CO

=  f (F(x))- f F(x-t)K(t)dtdx.
J -n J\x-t\ >n

(41)

F„ has compact support and is bounded, so that Fn e L1 n L2. Therefore, the

Parseval formula can be applied to (39) and we get

(40)   r if„i2= r \Fn\2K+r (F(X)y í    ^-^(o*^-
J - oo J-oo J-n J\x-t\>n

By the Schwarz inequality we get

f (F(x))- f F(x-t)K(t)dtdx
J-n J\x-t\>n

Since \x\ll2K(x) eL\-co, oo) we see that

f  (f \K(t)\ dtYdx
J-n Vlx-(l>n /

= f"   i"    r   \K(s)\ \K(t)\dtdsdx
J-n Jn + x Jn + x

f*n     f-n + x   /*oo

+ \K(s)\ \K(t)\dtdsdx
J -n J - x       Jn + x

/•n      /*co       /*-n + .x

+ \K(s)\ \K(t)\ dtdsdx
,._. J -n Jn + x J - co

(42)

+ \K(s)\ \K(t)\ dtdsdx
J -n J - co        J-oo

/•CO      A*0O

= min (j, OI^COI 1^(01 ds dt + 3 similar terms
Jo   Jo

/»OO      /»CO

¿ (jí)1,2|A:(j)| |a-(0| * <#+3 similar terms
Jo   Jo

/»co /»oo

=        -nAI^COI *       V'l^OI dt + 3 similar terms = 0(1).
Jo Jo

Recalling that J™œ |Fn|2=J"0O |Fn|2=|1n |F|2 goes to oo as n-^co, we can com-

bine (40), (41) and (42) to get

f°°    IF \2£
(43) i=y ;2 +o(d

J-oo  lrn|

which says that 1 £ HK, contradicting the hypothesis.
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Note. The hypothesis ¡x^^KeL1 can obviously be replaced by

K(t)dteL2(-co,oo).I\t\>x

Corollary III. I. Let G be the real line (—00, 00), and suppose that equation (5)

holds, that 1 £ HK, and that

max\F(t)\-^n\F(x)\dx
(44) lim Jî!>2_I_= 0.

¡\\F(x)\2dx

Then F=0.

Proof. Since KeL1, we have, with M=\ZX \K\

(45) f F(x) f      F(t)K(x-t)dtdx   = Mmax|F(0| f"  \F(x)\ dx.
J-n J|t|Sn Win J_n

Dividing (40) by /!„ |Fn|2=f_n |F|2 and using (37), (44), and (45)  we  get

equation (43), which again says that 1 e HK.

Note that if F(x) = 0(|x|-1'2) as x-> ±00 we can use the Schwarz inequality

to get

(46) max|F(i)|-JjF(x)|c/x=0((|jF|2)1'2).

Combining (46) with Corollary III. 1, we see that we have a new proof of

Corollary ILL

Once again we observe that the proofs of Theorem III and Corollary III. 1

would apply equally as well to the group Z of integers. Thus we have

Corollary III.2. If we take G to be Z, then Theorem III and Corollary III. 1

are valid.

We now turn our attention to the question of a converse to the above theorems.

In particular we ask whether the truth of (4) implies that A $ HK. If K happens to

be Hermitian (i.e., K( — t) = (K(t))') we have the following result, due to D. J.

Newman (see [3, p. 630] where a nice proof is presented).

Theorem IV. Suppose that (4) holds, that K is Hermitian, that A^O and that G

is connected. Then A <£ HK.

For the remainder of our work we will consider as our group G the group Z of

integers. In addition, we will restrict our attention to a kernel AT of a very specific

type, namely one with just two mass points. Thus K will be a complex sequence

{cn} where

cn = a,       n = «ls

= ß,       n = n2,

= 0,       n j= «1, «2.
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Our function F becomes a bounded sequence {an} of complex numbers, and our

problem is to find conditions under which the following statement holds:

(47) If, for each n, either an = 0 or Aan = aan _ ni + ßan _ „2, and if {an} is bounded,

then an = 0.

Corollary II.3 certainly tells us that A $ HK implies (47). However, we shall soon

see that even with the simple kernel described above, the truth of (47) need not

imply that A <£ HK.

We begin by showing that for a subclass of the kernels of the type described

above, (47) is equivalent to A £ HK. Namely,

Theorem V. Suppose one of the two mass points of the kernel K={cn} is the origin.

Then (47) implies that X $ HK.

Proof.

cn = a,       n = 0,

= ß,       n = n2,

= 0,       n # 0, n2,

so that

00

K(Ç) =   2   cne~int = a+ße~in^,       0 = | < 2tt.
n= — co

Obviously, CK={z : \z—a\ = \ß\} and HK = {z : |z-a|=~ |j8|}. So, for each XeHK,

we must produce a bounded sequence {an} which is not identically 0 and which

satisfies the hypothesis of (47). Such a sequence is as follows: Let a0 = l, a-kn2

= ((X-a)/ß)k for k= 1, 2, 3,... and fln = 0 for all other n. It is obvious that this

sequence has the required properties.

We now consider (47) with a and ß real, and we normalize by setting ß= — 1.

Furthermore, we set ny = 1 and n2 = k> 1. Thus (47) becomes:

(48) If, for each n, either an = 0 or Xan = aan-y — an_k and if {an} is bounded,

then an = 0.

Under these circumstances, we are again able to produce our desired converse.

Theorem VI. Suppose that in (48), |a| = Â:2. Then, if we consider only real X,

(48) implies that X £ HK.

Proof. K(Ç) = ae-it-e~ikt, 0^|<2tt. Re K(t) = a cos £ - cos kt Taking the

derivative of Re K(¿¡) to find its extreme values, we get -a sin Ç + k sin k£=0. Thus,

either sin |=0 or a = k sin &£/sin t But \k sin kè/ûn £| <k2 if sin £^0. Since by

hypothesis |a| =t/c2, the extreme values of Re K(t) must occur at f=0 and Ç=tt.

K(0) = a-\ andK(Tr)=-a-(-\)k.

Since the extreme values of Re K(t) are taken on by K(t), a real A will be in HK

if and only if A is between a—I and -a-(- l)k. So, for each A in that range, we

must produce a bounded sequence {an} which is not identically 0 and which
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satisfies the hypothesis of (48). If A = 0, we can take a0=l and an = 0 for n^O. If

X = a — 1, we can take an= 1. If A= — a — (— l)k, we can take an = ( — l)n. In order to

deal with other values of A, we break down the problem into four cases. The proofs

of the four cases are almost identical, so we present a typical one. Suppose a^.k2

and 0<A<«-1. Let f(t) = Xtk-atk-1 + l. f(l) = X-a+l<0. As i^+co,

f(t) -*■ +00. Thus,/(l) has at least one zero in (1, oo). Let the smallest one be r0.

Then we can let our sequence be an = 0 for «>0 and an = tô for «^0.

To conclude, we present several examples for which (4) holds but XeHh. As

stated above, our group will be Z and our kernel K will have two mass points. In

particular, K will be {cn} where

Cn = a, « = 1,

= ß,       n = 2,

= 0,       « / 1,2.

Thus, E(0 = ae-i(+ße-2li, Oáf <2tt. (4) becomes

(49) If, for each «, either an=0 or Xan = aan_y+ßan-2, and if {an} is bounded,

then an=0.

Example i. We let ß= — 1, — 4<a^ — 3, and we consider only positive A.

Re Â(Ç) = a cos f-cos 2f.

For Re /£(£) to have a maximum, we need

-a sin ¿?+2sin2f = 0.

Thus, either sin f = 0 or

(50) cos $ = a/4.

Re £(0) = a — 1 which is obviously the minimum of Re &i£).

(51) Re £(*•)=-a-1. If (50) holds, we get Re/?(£) = a2/8 + 1.

Furthermore, since both points a2/8+ 1 ± ¡(a/2)(l — a2/16)1/2 are in CK, we certainly

have that

(52) a2ß + leHK.

Also, for a+ -4, (cc + 4)2/8 = a2/8 + a + 2>0 or

(53) ot2/8+l>-a-l.

Combining (51), (52), and (53) we see that, when considering only positive A,

(54) XeHKif and only if X¿a2/8 + 1.

However we will show that, when considering positive A,

(55) A bounded sequence {an}, satisfying the hypothesis of (49) and not identi-

cally zero, will exist if and only if Aá — a — 1.

Thus we will have that, for -a-1 <Aga2/8+l, (4) holds but X e HK. It

remains to prove (55).

Let us consider the form of the sequence which we are trying to decide the

existence of. We know that for each n, either an = 0 or Xan = aan _ y — an _ 2. Obviously,

if ak=ak+1 = 0 for any integer k (—<x><k<ao), then a„=0 for all n^k. Thus, in
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order to have a sequence of the required form which is not identically zero, there

must exist an integer N (—ao<N<ao) such that for any k<N, \ak\ + \ak+1\ >0.

In the equation Xan — aan_1 + an_2 = 0 let an = tn. Dividing the equation by

tn~2, we get

(56) Ai2-af+l=0.

Solving for t, we get

(57) t = (a±(a2-4X)il2)/2X

and as the most general solution to our equation we get

(58) an = aI
« + (a2-4A)1/2\"        /a-(a2-4A)1

2A M 2X

2\n

r
where A and B are arbitrary constants. By (54) we know that for A>a2/8+ 1 (49)

is true, so that we need only consider AScc2/8 + l. Combining this with a_ —3,

we note that certainly a2—4A>0, so that the square roots occurring in (57) and

(58) are real. Thus,

(59)
a + (a2-4A)1,:

2A
-a    (a2-4X)112

< 2X+      2X
a-(a2-4X) 1/2

2A

Furthermore, if A^ — a— 1 then

a_(a2_4A)l/2

(60) 2A ; +
(a2 + 4a + 4)l;2 _  -a-(a + 2)

= 1.
= 2(-a-l) 2(-a-l) 2(-a-l)

Therefore, if we choose for n=0 the an given by (58) with A = 0 and B=\, and

let a„=0 for «>0, we get a sequence {an} which satisfies the hypothesis of (49).

This proves the "if" half of (55).

Consider now what happens when A> — a— 1. By (59),

(61)
t + (a2-4A)1/2

2A

!-(a2-4A)1/

2A

-a + (a2 + 4« + 4)lf

2(-a-l)
1.

If our sequence {an} is part of a fixed general solution (i.e., A and B fixed in

(58)) beginning from some index n0<N and continuing to —co, (61) shows that

it must be unbounded. The only remaining possibility is that, as we move left

(i.e., the index decreases) from aN, the sequence becomes zero an infinite number of

times (recall that the sequence does not have two consecutive zeros in this range).

If an = 0, we are able to change our solution, since the equation Xan — aan-y + an_2

= 0 need not hold. However, the change cannot be arbitrary, since an_y will be

determined by an+1.

We will show that around each zero there must be a jump in absolute value (as

the index decreases) of more than A/( — a- 1). Thus, since A> -a— 1 and there are

an infinite number of jumps, our sequence must again be unbounded.

We can assume, without loss of generality, that the zero occurs at a0. Thus, we

have the following situation :

(62) a0 = 0, a_j/0, and none of ax, a2,...,an are 0, where «= 1.
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We wish to show that

(63) \a.y\>(X/(-a-l))\an\.

Since a0=0 is part of a general solution, we have by (58) A + B=0. We can

assume that —A = B=l.

Also by (58),

~2X   — +_?A_= (a2-4Xyi2
a + (a2-4X)112 ' a-(a2-4X)112

Thus, |a_1|=(a2-4A)1'2. Similarly,

Un = jàr [-(«+(a2-4A)1/2)n + (cc-(a2-4A)1'2)"].

Since the two terms appearing between the brackets must point in opposite

directions, and since the term on the right is of greater magnitude, we have

(64) K| = -L; [(-a + (a2-4Xy'2y-(-a-(a2-4Xyi2n

Since we are assuming a^ — 3, we get

-a-2^i>i-(-¿_ or (.._!).>(-«-y2-i.

But -a-1 < A, so that An-1(-«-l)>((-a-1)"- l)/(-a-2). Dividing by An and

adding some extra terms, we get

2   2»(-«-l)"-2"     -«-1
(65) (2AT     2(-a-2)      < —X—

2    2"( —«—!)" —2m _     2    [-a + ia + 2)]n-[-a-ia + 2)]n

(2A)B     2(-«-2)      ~(2A)" 2(« + 2)

= ¿r [n(-^+n(n-f-2) (-«r-3(a+2)2+. • ■]

^h-^-i+"(w"13)!(""2)(-a)n'3^2-4A)+---]

= i2Xna2-4X)An(-a)n'1(a2-4X)112

+njn-m-2) {_aT-a{a2_4X)3l2+ ... j

_ 1 (-a + (a2-4A)1/2)"-(-a-(a2-4A)1/2)'t

~ (a2-4A)1'2 (2A)"

fl-i

Combining this with (65), we get (—a — l)/X> \an\/\a^y\ which is (63).

This proves (55) which completes Example i.
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The following examples can be demonstrated with approximately the same

method used in Example i, although each proof contains its own little difficulty.

We present only the results here, and refer the reader to the first author's doctoral

thesis for the complete proofs.

Example ii. We let <*= — 2, ß= — 1, and we consider only positive A. We find

that for V2 < A^ 3/2, (4) holds but A e HK.

Example iii. We let a= — 1, ß=—2, and again we consider only positive A.

If we let A0 be the zero of xe-24x2+ 16x-2 which lies in the interval (2.01, 2.02),

we find that for A0 < A^ 33/16, (4) holds but A e HK.

Example iv. We let a= — 1, ß= — 1, and once again we consider only positive A.

We find that for 1 < A=9/8, (4) holds but A e HK.

In the proof of Example iv, the following inequality is crucial:

(66) |sin nd\ < ^^gy + i   for ^ < 0 < ^ and « = 1.

Although a proof for (66) is given in the first author's doctoral thesis, it is rather

tedious, and a nicer proof of this elementary inequality would be appreciated.
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